
Geology of Planet Earth - GEOL 101       Name_________________ 
Dr. D.Weeraratne
Homework #1 (Chapters 1, 16,18, 19, 21)

Answering the questions below on paper.
Use your lectures, text book, and class notes.

1. What is the most likely geologic hazard in your part of the country? Is there more than one, if so 
what are they?

2. Where do earthquakes tend to be distributed on the globe ?

(a) randomly distributed  (b) along plate interiors  
(c) along plate boundaries  (d) beneath mountain belts

3. What are the three types of plate boundaries and where does each most commonly occur 
on the Earth?      Circle and example location of each on the map.

4. What type of plate boundary is closest to where you live ?

a . transform boundary   b. convergent boundary    
c. divergent boundary   d. subjective boundary



5. What tectonic plate are you currently on ? (Hint: think of where the plate boundary is located near 
you. Look on a map to find this boundary, and your location at CSUN. Try Google maps with 
topography/terrain. You can also find local faults on iris.edu – seismic monitor – click on a recent 
earthquake in our area and a map will show faults)
   a.) Pacific plate      b.) North American Plate    c.)  Juan de Fuca Plate      d.) Nazca Plate
 

6a. Do you see any evidence of plate tectonics in this satellite image 
of Jupitor's moon, Europa ? Circle the area where this is evident and 
draw arrows to explain this evidence.

   b. What type of plate boundary is indicated ? Describe this process 
of motion of the surface ice sheet(s).

   c. Redraw the features you see “before” plate motion.  

7. Below is a global map of Mars with suggestions for ancient plate boundaries that may have existed. 
What type of plate boundaries are suggested ? Circle each example and describe each.



8. Name three physical properties that differentiate oceanic crust from continental crust ? Draw a 
sketch of each and indicate depths, compositions, and anything else you think is relevant.
  

9.  Label the 3 layers (oceanic crust, 
continental crust, mantle) and composition of 
each on the diagram to the right.

10. What were the four types of evidence used to prove the hypothesis of plate tectonics ?
(a) continental fit, glacial striations, paleomagnetism, fossil assemblage
(b) age dating, polar wander, earthquakes, fossils
(c) earthquakes, glacial striations, polar wander, shape of continents
(d) faulting, age dating, earthquakes, paleomagnetism

11. Define the lithosphere and asthenosphere? How are they different?

12a.  What is the definition of a sustainable resource ?

   b. Name a few natural resources that are sustainable.

   c. Name a few natural resources that are not sustainable. 

13. If an important resource is not sustainable, can it be changed to a sustainable resource ? If so, how 
can this be done ?

14a. What is the definition of a fossil fuel ?

     b. How are fossil fuels useful ? How are they damaging ?



15a. How does the rate of oil consumption in the U.S. compare to use in other developed countries like 
Germany, England, France, or Japan ? (Give you answer in billion barrels per day)

   b. What activity uses the most oil in the US ?

16. At the current rate of oil usage by humans, when is the current reservoirs or oil expected to run 
out ?

17a. Is oil a sustainable resource on our planet ? 

   b. Can this condition be changed or this resource be better managed ? If so, how ? 

   c. Should we explore for this resource on other planets ? Why of why not ?

18a. Label the main layers in the Earth's interior below. Give the depth of each layer in kilometers 
(km).

   b. Draw a similar pie diagram of the Mars interior next to it – to scale for comparison. Label each 
layer and depth.

        EARTH MARS

19. Name 3 types of seismic waves. Describe the particle motion of each wave relative to it's 
propagation (travel) direction.

?

?

?

6400 km

3000 km



20. Can you identify the P wave, S wave, and Rayleigh wave (Ra) on the seismogram below ? Indicate 
the arrival of each with an arrow. 

21. Compare the seismogram below to the one above. Identify the P,S, and Rayleigh wave phases. 
Which one records an earthquake that is farther away ? Explain your reasoning.  

22a. Are there quakes on other planets ?  How do we know ?

   

   b. Suggest a NASA Expedition to measure earthquakes on another planet. Where would you go ? 
Where are you likely to be most successful in reaching your goals ? Which planets or moons would you 
expect earthquakes to occur ? Explain your reasoning. Describe your expedition plan.

23. How old is the Earth?  How do we know this ?



24. How do volcanoes typically form on the Earth ?

25 a. Which terrestrial planet has the tallest volcano ?
     

     b. What is it's name and how tall is it ?

     c. How does its height compare to Mt Everest on Earth ?

26. Look at the diagram below to answer the following questions.

a.) Name and describe 3 types of plate boundaries and show where they each occur in the     
                 diagram below.

b.) Name and describe 3 types of rocks and show where they form in the diagram below

c.) Name the 2 types of tectonic plates. Describe the detailed layering of each type of plate 
(including the crust, lithosphere, thickness of each layer, composition of each layer, density of 
each layer). Include any other information that you think is relevant


